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Evolutionary analysis of genomic data is a valuable issue in the
study of bioinformatics, and a great deal of DNA data has become
available. In the field of evolutionary analysis, protein sequences
are more meaningful than DNA sequences, and the alignment-free
methods based on k-mer mean are widely used. However, the di-
mension of the k-mer vector based on protein sequence is very
high. This paper proposes a new Nucleotide Amino Acid K-mer
Vector (NAAKV) technique, which converts the DNA sequence to
a pseudo amino acid sequence (PAAS). This transformation does
not need to find the coding region of the gene sequence, but also
reflects the change of nucleotide. Meanwhile, there is a strong cor-
relation between the amino acids, which leads to the types of k-mer
are much lower than that of protein sequence, thus the dimension is
greatly reduced. To test NAAKV, we carry out phylogenetic anal-
ysis of several viruses and bacteria. The traditional k-mer method
and alignment-based MUSCLE method are used for comparison
on each dataset. Eventually, the results suggest that NAAKV is
accurate and time-efficient for phylogenetic analysis and genome
classification.

AMS 2000 subject classifications: Primary 68W50, 92D20; sec-
ondary 03D32.
Keywords and phrases: Alignment-free, k-mer, NAAKV, evolution-
ary analysis, DNA sequence.

1. Introduction

The progress of sequencing technology has made a vast amount of biological
data accessible. Moreover, sequence comparison and evolutionary analysis
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of DNA sequences are an important area in biology. This technique can
help treat diseases caused by specific bacteria or viral strains more effec-
tively. For example, the recent pandemic COVID-19 is caused by the severe
acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) [1, 2]. SARS-CoV-
2 is a new strain of coronavirus that has never been found in the human
body before. The virus has produced a variety of different pathogenic types
[3, 4]. It is threatening human health all over the world. Cervical cancer
that caused by human papillomavirus (HPV) is also a serious high-risk dis-
ease among women. Moreover, there are many subtypes of HPV that can
cause diseases with different symptoms [5]. Therefore, effective genome clas-
sification methods are very necessary. The traditional method is Multiple
Sequence Alignment (MSA). There are a lot of software tools implement
these methods for sequence comparisons, such as BLAST [6], ClustalW [7]
and MUSCLE [8]. However, multiple sequence alignments (MSA) take a long
time in genome comparison. So, it is difficult for them to analyze numer-
ous sequences efficiently [9]. Therefore, researchers have begun to explore
alignment-free techniques, from which several new methods have been de-
veloped [10, 11, 12, 13, 14]. These techniques make use of the length of
common substrings [10], the positions of nucleotides [14], and words or k-
mer counts [15, 16, 17]. Note that many alignment-free approaches involve
k-mer counting. Specifically, the traditional k-mer method has obtained a lot
of success in sequence comparison [18]. FFP calculates the distance between
nucleotide or amino acid sequences by calculating the frequency of different
k-mer types and dividing this total by the total count of all k-mers [16, 17].
The distribution of k-mer intervals is proposed to calculate the distance be-
tween genome sequences [19]. ALFRED-G employs an algorithm to calculate
the length of maximal k-mismatch common substrings between nucleotide
or amino acid sequences [20]. RTD-Phylogeny calculates the distances from
nucleotide or protein sequences by calculating the time of k-mer reproduc-
tion [21]. KWIP estimates the genetic difference between next-generation
sequencing data [13]. In general, based on distance among k-mer frequencies
vectors from raw nucleotide or protein sequence data, we can construct phy-
logenetic trees for species [22]. But when doing genome comparison based
on protein sequences, such as FFP, ALFRED-G, and RTD-Phylogeny, the
dimension of k-mer vector is very high.

In this paper, we transform a given nucleotide sequence into a pseudo
amino acid sequence (PAAS). During this implementation process, we trans-
late codons into amino acids. This is not a biological translation process
because it follows a given order; that is, one base is moved at a time, not
three. After obtaining the pseudo amino acid sequence (PAAS), we count
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its k-mer types and then construct a nucleotide amino acid k-mer vector
(NAAKV), consisting of the calculated k-mer frequency. Finally, the dis-
tance between different genomes is calculated by computing their vectors.
PAAS contains relatively fewer k-mer types than protein sequence because
many k-mer kinds do not appear in PAAS. For example, the amino acid
combination “HQR” does not exist. In this way, our vector has a lower
dimension and takes up less memory. This paper verifies NAAKV by ana-
lyzing complete genomes from SARS-CoV-2, bacteria, HCV, HRV and HBV.
The NAAKV method conducts an accurate evolutionary analysis for each
dataset. We also use these genomic datasets to compare our method with
the traditional k-mer method, protein sequence and MUSCLE, revealing
that NAAKV has obvious advantages concerning time and accuracy.

2. Methods

2.1. Pseudo amino acid sequence (PAAS)

Let S = s1s2, · · · , sn (si ∈ {A, T, C, G}, i = 1, 2, · · · , n) be a DNA
sequence, the process is as follows:

Starting from the first nucleotide to translate the first amino acid, then
move one base at a time and start coding the next codon from here (at this
time, three consecutive nucleotides constitute a codon). To be specific, s1s2s3
is translated as the corresponding amino acid p1, s2s3s4 is translated as p2
and so on, such that sisi+1si+2 is always translated as the corresponding
amino acid pi. Follow this rule in turn, we can get the pseudo amino acid
sequence (PAAS): PS = p1p2, · · · , pn−2, where pj ∈ {A, C, D, E, F, G, H,
I, K, L, M, N, P, Q, R, S, T, V, W, Y }. Obviously, the length of PS is
2 lengths shorter than the DNA sequence S.

For example: Given a genomic sequence: S=CGATCAGCAAGC (the
length of S is 12), three consecutive bases correspond to amino acids (aa)
as follows:

Position: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
Sequence: C G A T C A G C A A G C

R (the first aa)
Position: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
Sequence: G A T C A G C A A G C

D (the second aa)
Position: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
Sequence: A T C A G C A A G C

I (the third aa)
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Figure 1: The flow chart of NAAKV method using a short sequence as an ex-
ample. R, Arginine; D, Aspartic acid; I, Isoleucine; S, Serine; Q, Glutamine;
A, Alanine; K, Lysine.

· · ·
Position: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Sequence: A G C

S (the last aa)

Details: CGA: R; GAT: D; ATC: I; TCA: S; CAG: Q; AGC: S; GCA:
A; CAA: Q; AAG: K; AGC: S. Then, the PAAS PS=RDISQSAQKS (the
length of PS is 10) is obtained, as shown in Fig. 1.

For a nucleotide sequence, by moving only one nucleotide, each triplet
overlap with the next one, which leads to the translated two amino acids
correlate strongly. This property is able to reflect the correlation between
nucleotides. Using this particular conversion rule, we generate the PAAS
whose amino acid has a relatively strong correlation. While moving the nat-
ural 3 nucleotides, the translated two amino acids seem independent from
each other. Thus, the resulted natural amino acid sequence cannot capture
the correlation in nucleotide sequences as well as our method.

2.2. K-mer types of pseudo amino acid sequence

K-mer method is used to count the frequency of all possible substrings of
length k in DNA sequence [18]. Here, one interesting finding is that the
total number of k-mer types in PAAS are less than those of protein sequence
(PS). The reason is that a majority of possible cases will never appear in
PAAS. Take threonine (T) and its subsequent amino acids as an example: As
shown in Fig. 2, four codons (ACT, ACC, ACA, ACG) can encode threonine
(T), according to the principle of PAAS, the next codons after T may have
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Figure 2: According to the NAAKV process, the schematic diagram of amino
acid types which can appear after Threonine (T). All codons are shown in
black. Threonine (T) and amino acids after T are shown in green and blue,
respectively.

Table 1: All the possible 95 kinds of 2-mer

2-mer Number
AH AL AP AQ AR CA CV DI DM DT 10
EK EN ER ES FF FL FS GA GD GE GG GV 12
HI HM HT IF IK IL IN IR IS IY 10
KK KN KR KS LC LD LE LF LK LL LN LR LS LW LY 15
MC MD ME MW NI NM NT 7
PH PL PP PQ PR QK QN QR QS 9
RA RE RD RG RV SA SH SL SP SQ SR SV 12
TH TL TP TQ TR WG YI YM YT 9
VC VD VE VF VK VL VN VR VS VW VY 11

total number: 95

4*4=16 types. However, different codons may encode the same amino acid,

so there are only 5 types, which is less than 16.

According to the rules of codon translation into amino acids, we can

compute all the possible k-mer types based on PAAS. Take k=2 as an ex-

ample, we get all possible 95 kinds of 2-mers as shown in Table 1. Note that

the protein sequence may produce 400 kinds of 2-mers. The results of k=3

and 4 are are shown in supplementary tables http://intlpress.com/site/pub/

files/supp/cis/2022/0022/0003/cis-2022-0022-0003-s001.zip.

For k=1, 2, 3, 4, we also figure out the total number of all available

k-mers. The result is show in Table 2. Mention that there are 20k potential

k-mer types for a protein sequence. Thus, our k-mer method based on PAAS

clearly reduces the well-known k-mer method based on natural sequences

and then greatly saves the calculation time for k-mer frequency.

http://intlpress.com/site/pub/files/supp/cis/2022/0022/0003/cis-2022-0022-0003-s001.zip
http://intlpress.com/site/pub/files/supp/cis/2022/0022/0003/cis-2022-0022-0003-s001.zip
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Table 2: The total number of all possible k-mer types of pseudo amino acid
sequences (PAAS) and protein sequence (PS)

k=1 k=2 k=3 k=4
PAAS 20 95 448 2015
PS 20 202 = 400 203 = 8000 204 = 160,000

2.3. Nucleotide amino acid k-mer vector (NAAKV)

For a DNA sequence S = s1s2, · · · , sn (si ∈ {A, T, C, G}, i = 1, 2, · · · , n),
we first obtain its PAAS: PS ; then the frequency of all possible k-mer types
appearing in the PS are counted, and fpipj

denotes as the frequency of pi and
pj (pi and pj ∈ {A, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, K, L, M, N, P, Q, R, S, T, V ,
W, Y }); finally, according to the order of the alphabet, all the frequencies
are put together to form a nucleotide amino acid k-mer vector (NAAKV).
For example, with k=2, the NAAKV is as follows:

(fAH , fAL, fAP , fAQ, fAR, . . ., )

For any k, the k-mer vector is denoted as:

(f1, f2, ..., fN ),

where N is the total number of all possible k-mers.

In this study, for a given dataset, the value of k is belong to [�log20min�−
2, �log20min� + 2], where �·� is the rounding down of ·, [·] stands for the
closed interval of ·, and min is the minimum length of all sequences in the
dataset.

Given a dataset which includes N DNA sequences, N vectors can be
gotten by using the NAAKV method. Next, Euclidean distance is utilized
to compute the distance matrix. Finally, a phylogenetic tree will be built
via using the neighbor-joining algorithm with Mega X [23]. All calculations
in this article are performed on a laptop. This computer is equipped with a
Windows 10 system, and the processor is Intel Core i5-8250U CPU @ 1.60
GHz and 8GB RAM, together with python 3.8. The python source code and
data in this paper are freely available to the public upon request.

3. Results

We use five datasets to test our NAAKV method. The basic information
of them is shown in Table 3. The SARS-CoV-2 datasets are attained from
GISAID (https://www.gisaid.org/). The Bacteria, Hepatitis C virus (HCV),

https://www.gisaid.org/
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Table 3: Summary of datasets, including the number of genomes, minimum
length, median length and maximum length

Dataset Genome number Min (bp) Median (bp) Max (bp)
SARS-CoV-2 127 29,562 29,805 30,566
Bacteria 59 844,775 4,016,947 5,966,919
HCV 82 8,957 9,442 9,666
HRV 116 6,944 7,135.5 7,358
HBV 151 3,182 3,215 3,248

Human rhinovirus (HRV) and Hepatitis B virus (HBV) datasets are down-
loaded from NCBI (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/). For comparison, the
traditional k-mer method and a typical multiple sequence alignment method
MUSCLE are used. The k value of the traditional k-mer method is set to
be [�log4min�, �log4max�], where �·� is the rounding up of ·, min and max
is the minimum and maximum length of all sequences in a dataset, respec-
tively. Table 4 shows the k value and running time of these techniques.

Table 4: K value and operation time of the NAAKV, k-mer and MUSCLE
methods. “s”: second; “min”: minute; “∼”: cannot be calculated with the
device used in this article

Dataset NAAKV Running time K-mer Running time MUSCLE
SARS-CoV-2 4 14.97 s 7 77.02 s ∼
Bacteria 2 272.18 s 9 30.62 min ∼
HCV 4 18.72 s 6 43.88 s > 30 min
HRV 2 1.72 s 6 57.19 s > 30 min

3.1. SARS-CoV-2

The outbreak of the coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) happened in
Wuhan, Hubei province, China in late 2019, and spread rapidly all over
the world [2]. The etiology of COVID-19 is a positive single-stranded RNA
virus SARS-CoV-2. People infected with the virus have different degrees of
symptoms, including fever, cough, pneumonia and even death in severe cases.
The virus has multiple routes of transmission, such as respiratory droplets
and contact transmission. Besides, SARS-CoV-2 mutate rapidly. So, it is
difficult to prevent and control COVID-19.

GISAID website gives the clades of SARS-CoV-2. Here, we take a sum
of 127 complete genomes of ten clades, namely S, O, L, V, G, GH, GK, GR,
GV and GRY. The phylogenetic trees constructed from these sequences by

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/
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Figure 3: The Neighbor-Joining phylogenetic tree based on 127 SARS-CoV-2
genomes using NAAKV method (k=4).

NAAKV and the traditional k-mer method are presented in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4,
respectively. NAAKV gets right analysis in a shorter time. Additionally, we
can see that NAAKV is superior to the traditional k-mer method in the
Delta-G clade.

3.2. Bacteria

There are a lot of bacteria living on the earth. They are the major represen-
tatives of the prokaryotes. Due to the large genome size of bacteria, although
researchers want to study them through phylogenetic trees, the process of
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Figure 4: The Neighbor-Joining phylogenetic tree based on 127 SARS-CoV-2
genomes using the traditional k-mer method (k=7).

establishing evolutionary tree is very difficult using traditional multiple se-
quence alignment methods with current computational algorithms. A bac-
terial dataset containing 59 strains with long genomes ranging from 0.8 to
5 million bp is using to do research. As shown in Fig. 5, with k = 2 the
sequences are quickly and correctly divided into 14 separate families by our
NAAKV method. Compared with the traditional k-mer(with k = 9) method
Fig. 6, our method has obvious advantages in time, see Table 4.
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Figure 5: The Neighbor-Joining phylogenetic tree based on 59 bacteria
genomes using NAAKV method (k=2).

3.3. Hepatitis C virus

Hepatitis C is a humoral infectious disease caused by hepatitis C virus

(HCV), which mainly influences the liver. The initial treatment depends
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Figure 6: The Neighbor-Joining phylogenetic tree based on 59 bacteria
genomes using the traditional k-mer method (k=9).

on the type of HCV. Thus, the identification of the type of HCV present

is critically important. Using the NAAKV method, we divide 82 gene com-

ponents into 6 genotypes at k = 4 as shown in Fig. 7. In contrast, as can

be seen in Fig. 8, some genomes of type 6 are not perfectly sorted by the
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Figure 7: The Neighbor-Joining phylogenetic tree based on 82 HCV genomes
using NAAKV method (k=4).

traditional k-mer method, such as EU408331, KM504118 and KM504112.
Moreover, our method takes far less time. We also analyze it with MUSCLE
method as shown in supplementary Fig. S1.

3.4. Human Rhinovirus

Human rhinovirus (HRV) is the main pathogen responsible for the common
cold in humans. Previous works divided HRV into three categories: HRV-A,
HRV-B, and HRV-C [24, 25]. We assemble a dataset consulting of 113 HRVs
and 3 HEV-C complete genes [26]. As shown in Fig. 9, NAAKV successfully
classify 116 HRVs into four categories with k=2. MUSCLE also gets the right
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Figure 8: The Neighbor-Joining phylogenetic tree based on 82 HCV genomes
using the traditional k-mer method (k=6).

result as shown in Fig. 10. It is worth noting that NAAKV is faster than
MUSCLE. The result of traditional k-mer method is shown in supplementary
Fig. S2.

3.5. Hepatitis B virus

Hepatitis B virus is the pathogen causing hepatitis B. Hepatitis B is a vi-
ral infection that attacks the liver and can cause both acute and chronic
disease [27]. As our method can covert the DNA sequence to a PAAS, it
can reflect the strong correlation between the amino acids. To demonstrate
this advantage, 151 complete HBV genomes with our NAAKV method and
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Figure 9: The Neighbor-Joining phylogenetic tree based on 114 HRV
genomes using NAAKV method (k=2).

their corresponding protein sequence with k-mer method are employed to
do the research. The result based on NAAKV can be seen in the Fig. 11,
which shows the elegant phylogenetic tree. However, many classes are mixed
together in Fig. 12, which is built by k-mer method and protein sequences.

4. Discussion and conclusion

This study sets out with the aim of raising a novel genome classification
method called NAAKV. Results of this study confirm that NAAKV can
achieve accurate evolutionary analysis and subtype classification on SARS-
CoV-2, bacteria, HCV, HRV and HBV. Besides, NAAKV saves more time
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Figure 10: The Neighbor-Joining phylogenetic tree based on 114 HRV
genomes using MUSCLE.

than k-mer and MUSCLE method when the same correct results are ac-
quired.

It is different from the protein sequence. In our algorithm, one step is to
convert the DNA sequence into a PAAS by moving one nucleotide each time,
and we do not need to find the coding region of gene. Consequently, we can
avoid the problem that some sequences do not have protein sequences. In the
HBV dataset, we compare protein sequence with our method, and show the
corresponding superiority. Meanwhile, to validate the advantage for moving
one nucleotide each time, we compute the evolutionary tree based on pseudo
amino acid sequences by moving two or three cases in the HCV dataset, and
the results are shown in supplementary Fig. S3 and Fig. S4 respectively.
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Figure 11: The Neighbor-Joining phylogenetic tree based on 151 HBV
genomes using NAAKV method (k=2).

To validate the advantage using PAAS, we evaluate the k-mer types
based on PAAS in the bacteria dataset mentioned in the Result section and
compare the result based on protein sequence. The number of k-mer types is
shown in Table 5. We can see that the k-mer types occurring in the bacteria
dataset based on PAAS are lower much than that based on PS. Apparently,
given a k value, the number of k-mer types of PAAS is far less than protein
sequence.

In summary, NAAKV is not only a very fast but also an accurate method
of genome comparison.
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Figure 12: The Neighbor-Joining phylogenetic tree based on 151 HBV pro-
tein sequences using the traditional k-mer method (k=2).

Table 5: The actual number of k-mer types in a bacteria dataset based on
pseudo amino acid sequence (PAAS) and protein sequence (PS) respectively

k 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
PAAS 95 448 2,015 9,104 41,059 177,658 637,319
PS 400 8,000 146,576 907,888 1,548,488 1,709,253 1,735,029
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